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JAH Forum – Trans-Saharan Histories

- Ghislaine Lydon, “Saharan Oceans and Bridges, Barriers and Divides in Africa’s Historiographical Landscape,” 3.


Conflict and Power in South Africa


- Lauren V. Jarvis, “A Chief is a Chief by the Women? The Nazaretha Church, Gender, and Traditional Authority in Mtunzini, South Africa, 1900-48,” 57.

Decolonizing and Developing Kenya


This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/us/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain View, California, 94041, USA.
• Kara Moskowitz, “‘Are You Planting Trees or Are You Planting People?’ Squatter Resistance and International Development in the Making of a Kenyan Postcolonial Political Order (c. 1963-78),” 99.

Political Debates in the 1960s and Beyond


http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/issues/1014/

• Rachel Hope Cleves, “‘What, Another Female Husband?’: The Prehistory of Same-Sex Marriage in America,” 19.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AMS&volumeId=49&issueId=01&iid=9523800


• Fiona Anderson, “‘A Trail of Drift and Debris’: Traces of Whitman in the Correspondence Art of Ray Johnson,” 55.
• Tara Morrissey and Lucas Thompson, “The Rare White at the Window’: A Reappraisal of Mark Costello and David Foster Wallace’s *Signifying Rappers,*” 77.

• Fabienne Collignon, “USA Murated Nation, or, the Sublime Spherology of Security Culture,“ 99.

• Kristi Branham, “’Two Mothers United’: Interclass Female Friendship in *Stella Dallas,*” 125.

• Claudia Franziska Brühwiler, “’Prospector and Jeweler’: Ayn Rand on the Relationship between Politics and Literature,” 143.
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• Ian Rowen, “Inside Taiwan’s Sunflower Movement: Twenty-Four Days in a Student-Occupied Parliament, and the Future of the Region,” 5.


• Donald R. Davis, “Three Principles for an Asian Humanities: Care First...Learn From...Connect Histories,” 43.

• Iftekhar Iqbal, “The Space between Nation and Empire: The Making and Unmaking of Eastern Bengal and Assam Province, 1905-1911,” 69.

• Francesca R. Jensenius, “Mired in Reservations: The Path-Dependent History of Electoral Quotas in India,” 85.


• Lane J. Harris, “Overseas Chinese Remittance Firms, the Limits of State Sovereignty, and Transnational Capitalism in East and Southeast Asia, 1850s-1930s,” 129.
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**Journal of British Studies, Vol. 54, Issue 1 (January 2015)**
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JBR&volumeId=54&issueId=01&iid=9518879

- Dane Kennedy, “The Imperial History Wars,” 5.
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**Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 16, Issue 4 (Fall 2014)**
http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/16/4

- Olav Riste, “‘Stay Behind’: A Clandestine Cold War Phenomenon,” 35.

• Meredith Oyen, “Thunder without Rain: ARCI, the Far East Refugee Program, and the U.S. Response to Hong Kong Refugees,” 189.

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/16/4


• James Curran, “Beyond the Euphoria: Lyndon Johnson in Australia and the Politics of the Cold War Alliance,” 64.

• Weldon C. Matthews, “The Kennedy Administration, the International Federation of Petroleum Workers, and Iraqi Labor under the Ba’thist Regime,” 97.


Forum


Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:1 (February 2015)
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/1.toc


• Nidhiya Menon and Yana van der Meulen Rodgers, “War and Women’s Work: Evidence from the Conflict in Nepal,” 51.

• Mark S. Bell and Nicholas L. Miller, “Questioning the Effect of Nuclear Weapons on Conflict,” 74.
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- Axel Dreher, Jan-Egbert Sturm, and James Raymond Vreeland, “Politics and IMF Conditionality,” 120.

**Exchange**

- Mark Fey, Jinhee Jo, and Brenton Kenkel, “Information and International Institutions Revisited,” 149.


**The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:2 (March 2015)**
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/2.toc


- Man Yan Eng and Johannes Urpelainen, “The Domestic Sources of Donor Credibility: When and How Can Domestic Interest Groups Improve the Effectiveness of Threats and Promises?,” 283.


**The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:3 (April 2015)**
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/3.toc


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjoc20/45/2#.VScGjihq7Go


• Chien-Ju Lin, “The Reconstructing of Industrial Relations in Taiwan’s High Technology Industries,” 294.

• Bill Lucarelli, “The Crisis of Over-Accumulation in Japan,” 311


• Jeffrey D. Wilson, “Mega-Regional Trade Deals in the Asia-Pacific: Choosing Between the TPP and RCEP?,” 345.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/24/92#.VScK6ihq7Go

International Images of a Rising China (I): American Attitude Survey Reports

• John Aldrich, Jie Lu, and Liu Kang, “How Do Americans View the Rising China?,” 203.

• Shoushi Li and Luofu Ye, “How Do Americans Evaluate China’s International Responsibility? An Empirical Assessment,” 222.


**Research Articles**

• Andrew Chubb, “China’s *Shanzhai* Culture: ‘Grabism’ and the politics of hybridity,” 260.

• Yves-Heng Lim, “How (Dis)Satisfied is China? A power transition theory perspective,” 280.

• Zhengxu Wang and Deyong Ma, “Participation and Competition: innovations in cadre election and selection in China’s townships,” 298.

**Central-Local Relations in China: Political Objectives and Economic Incentives**

• Chia-Chou Wang, “Pioneering, Bandwagoning and Resisting: the preferences and actions of Chinese provinces in the implementation of macroeconomic regulation and control policies,” 315.


**Research Note**

• Joseph Y.S. Cheng, “China's Approach to BRICS,” 357.
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**Editorial**


**International Images of a Rising China (II): Asian Barometer Survey Reports**

• Min-hua Huang and Yun-han Chu, “The Sway of Geopolitics, Economic Interdependence and Cultural Identity: why are some Asians more favorable toward China’s rise than others?,” 421.

• Bridget Welsh and Alex Chang, “Choosing China: public perceptions of ‘China as a model’,” 442.

Research Articles


• Alex Jingwei He and Genghua Huang, “Fighting for Migrant Labor Rights in the World’s Factory: legitimacy, resource constraints and strategies of grassroots migrant labor NGOs in South China,” 471.

• Tao Huang and Yuan Zhao, “The Closed Doors of Courts: China’s judicial filtration of financial litigations,” 493.


Policy Think Tanks in Contemporary China

• Pascal Abb, “China’s Foreign Policy Think Tanks: institutional evolution and changing roles,” 531.

• Ngeow Chow Bing, “From Translation House to Think Tank: the changing role of the Chinese Communist Party’s Central Compilation and Translation Bureau,” 554.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/23/1#.VScyQyhq7Go

• Tuomas Forsberg and Hiski Haukkala, “The End of an Era for Institutionalism in European Security?,” 1.


• Hiski Haukkala, “From Cooperative to Contested Europe? The Conflict in Ukraine as a Culmination of a Long-Term Crisis in EU-Russia Relations,” 25.

• Tuomas Forsberg and Graeme Herd, “Russia and NATO: From Windows of Opportunities to Closed Doors,” 41.
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*Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 35, No. 1 (Spring 2015)*
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_the_early_republic/toc/jer.35.1.html


• Adam Wolkoff, “A Crisis of Legitimacy: Defining the Boundaries of Kinship in the Low Country During the Early Republic,” 55.
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2014 SHGAPE Distinguished Historian Address


Historiographical Reflections

Essays


- Wyatt Wells, “Rhetoric of the Standards: The Debate over Gold and Silver in the 1890s,” 49.


- “Reply to Walter Nugent,” 77.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JGH&volumeId=10&issueId=01&iid=9557913


- David Veevers, “‘Inhabitants of the universe’: global families, kinship networks, and the formation of the early modern colonial state in Asia,” 99.


2014 HES Presidential Address


Articles


Minisymposium

- Peter Boettke, “The Methodology of Austrian Economics as a Sophisticated, Rather than Naïve, Philosophy of Economics,” 79.
- Scott Scheall, “Hayek the Apriorist?,” 87.
- Gabriel J. Zanotti and Nicolás Cachanosky, “Implications of Machlup’s Interpretation of Mises’s Epistemology,” 111.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/43/1#.VShAxChq7Go


• Tod Moore, “Liberal Imperialism in Australian Political Thought, 1902-14,” 58.


http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jinh/45/4


• Dagomar Degroot, “Testing the Limits of Climate History: The Quest for a Northeast Passage During the Little Ice Age, 1594-1597,” 459.

• Elise Dermineur, “Trust, Norms of Cooperation, and the Rural Credit Market in Eighteenth-Century France,” 485.

• Emanuele Felice and Giovanni Vecchi, “Italy’s Growth and Decline, 1861-2011,” 507.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjih20/34/1#.VShjbChq7Go
• Michael J. Reimer, “‘The good Dr. Lippe’ and Herzl in Basel, 1897: A translation and analysis of the Zionist Congress’s opening speech,” 1.

• Uriya Shavit, “Zionism as told by Rashid Rida,” 23.


• Nurith Gertz, “With the face to the future: The kibbutz in recent literary works,” 93.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=LAS&volumeld=47&issueld=01&iid=9501233

• Valeria Manzano, “Sex, Gender and the Making of the ‘Enemy Within’ in Cold War Argentina,” 1.


• Margaret Power, “Who but a Woman? The Transnational Diffusion of Anti-Communism among Conservative Women in Brazil, Chile and the United States During the Cold War,” 93.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=LAS&volumeld=47&seriesld=0&issueld=02

• Marie Laure Geoffray, “Transnational Dynamics of Contention in Contemporary Cuba,” 223.

• José Miguel Cruz, “Police Misconduct and Political Legitimacy in Central America,” 251.

• Hillel Eyal, “Beyond Networks: Transatlantic Immigration and Wealth in Late Colonial Mexico City,” 317.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/36/1#.VSiOFyhq7Gp


• Gregory Allan, “Ceylon Coffee, the Comtesse and the Consignee: A Historical Reappraisal of Rochefoucauld v Boustead,” 43.

• “Scottish Legal History Group Report 2014,” 83.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/13/4#.VSiRBChq7Go

• Henrik Syse and Martin L. Cook, “Editors’ Introduction: How Do We ‘Do’ Military Ethics?,” 301.


• Alastair A. McLauchlan, “War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity on Okinawa: Guilt on both sides,” 363.

• Carlos Bertha, “Engineering Ethics in a Combat Environment: The LNQA Timecard Dilemma,” 381.

http://www.smh-hq.org/imh/jmhvols/792.html

- Steven Isaac, “The Role of Towns in the Battle of Bouvines (1214),” 317.
- Vanya Eftimova Bellinger, “The Other Clausewitz: Findings from the Newly Discovered Correspondence between Marie and Carl von Clausewitz,” 345.
- William M. Donnelly, “This ‘Horrible Example’: An Extraordinary Case of Absent Without Leave During the Vietnam War,” 457.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=MOA&volumeId=53&issueId=01&iid=9555754

- Steven Matema and Jens A. Andersson, “Why are lions killing us? Human-wildlife conflict and social discontent in Mbire District, northern Zimbabwe,” 93.
• Umberto Gentiloni Silveri, “Italy 1990-2014: the transition that never happened,” 171.

• Guido Crainz, “Italy’s political system since 1989,” 176.

• Umberto Gentiloni Silveri, “Italy’s unfinished transition: between domestic dynamics and international change,” 189.


• Stefano Anastasia, “From the bottom of the bottle: justice, prison and social control in the Italian transition,” 213.

• Giuseppe Ciccarone and Enrico Saltari, “Cyclical downturn or structural disease? The decline of the Italian economy in the last twenty years,” 228.

• Stefano Palermo, “Local autonomies and economic development in Italy’s incomplete transition,” 245.


Articles

• Gary Osmond, “Blown out of the Water: The 1933 New Caledonian water polo visit to Australia and demise of a racial stereotype,” 1.


Pacific Currents


Notes and Documents

• Nigel Statham and Melenaite ‘Alakihihifo Heni Statham, “Closing the Gap in the Descent fo the Lasike Title,” 61.
Obituary

- Peter Hempenstall, “Alan Dudley Ward,” 89.

Exhibitions

- Kate Stevens, “Chiefs and Governors: art and power in Fiji,” 93.

http://www.palestine-studies.org/jps/issue/174

- Interview with Ramadan Shallah, “Israel at a Crossroads – Unable to Vanquish Resistance or Negotiate Peace,” 52.
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- Chad Murphy, “The Use of Peer Modeling to Increase Self-Efficacy in Research Methods Courses,” 78.

- Thomas M. Carsey and Jeffrey J. Harden, “Can You Repeat That Please?: Using Monte Carlo Simulation in Graduate Quantitative Research Methods Classes,” 94.
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- Daphna Ephrat and Hatim Mahamid, “The Creation of Sufi Spheres in Medieval Damascus (mid-6th/12th to mid-8th/14th centuries),” 189.


• Derek Davis, “Premchand Plays Chess,” 269.

• James Lees, “A Character to lose’: Richard Goodlad, the Rangpur thing, and the priorities of the East India Company’s early colonial administrators,” 301.


• George Kam Wah Mak, “To Add or not to Add? The British and Foreign Bible Society’s Defence of the ‘Without Note or Comment’ Principle in Late Qing China,” 329.

The Royal Asiatic Society Award

• “The Barwis Holliday Award,” 327.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/38/1-2#.VSwbqChq7Go

• Thomas Rid and Ben Buchanan, “Attributing Cyber Attacks,” 4.

• Robert Ayson and Christine M. Leah, “Missile Strategy in a Post-Nuclear Age,” 74.

• Matthew Kroenig, “The History of Proliferation Optimism: Does It Have a Future?,” 98.


• Evan Braden Montgomery and Eric S. Edelman, “Rethinking Stability in South Asia: India, Pakistan, and the Competition for Escalation Dominance,” 159.


• Brian Holden Reid, “What is Command Culture?,” 215.

Amos Perlmutter Prize Essay

• Austin Long and Brendan Rittenhouse Green, “Stalking the Secure Second Strike: Intelligence, Counterforce, and Nuclear Strategy,” 38.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/38/1-2#.VSwbqChq7Go


• Yee-Kuang Heng, “Smart Power and Japan’s Self-Defense Forces,” 282.

• David Capie, “The United States and Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) in East Asia: Connecting Coercive and Non-Coercive Uses of Military Power,” 309.

• See Seng Tan, “Mailed Fists and Velvet Gloves: The Relevance of Smart Power to Singapore’s Evolving Defence and Foreign Policy,” 332.

• Mingjiang Li, “The People’s Liberation Army and China’s Smart Power Quandary in Southeast Asia,” 359.
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• Igor Tchoukarine, Rory Yeomans, and Igor Duda, “Editors’ introduction: research on tourism history in the Adriatic Sea Region,” 103.


• Igor Tchoukarine, “‘The sea connects; it does not divide’: Czech tourism on the interwar Adriatic,” 139.

• Rory Yeomans, “The adventures of an Ustasha Youth leader in the Adriatic: transitional fascism and the travel polemics of Dragutin Gjuric,” 158.

• Igor Duda and Igor Stanic, “Tanned guardians, followers and pioneers: Yugoslav directed tourism across Tito’s Brijuni Islands,” 174.

• Pamela Ballinger, “Mobile natures: tourism, symbolic geographies, and environmental protection on the Croatian Adriatic,” 194.
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• Anna Pochmara, “Between Elysium and Inferno: the rhetoric of ambivalence in Oscar Wilde’s and Rudyard Kipling’s writings about America,” 56.

• Anne Zetsche, “The Ford Foundation’s role in promoting German-American elite networking during the Cold War,” 76.
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http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/vs.2015.10.issue-1

• Alex-Thai D. Vo, “Nguyen Thi Nam and the Land Reform in North Vietnam, 1953,” 1.


• Patrick McAllister and Thi Cam Tu Luckman, “The Kitchen God Returns to Heaven [Ong Táo Ve Trở]: Popular Culture, Social Knowledge and Folk Beliefs in Vietnam,” 110.
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• Maura Kelly and Amy Lubitow, “Pride at Work: Organizing at the Intersection of the Labor and LGBT Movements,” 257.

• Ulf Ericsson, Sören Augustinsson and Pär Pettersson, “A Jigsaw Puzzle with No Given Solution: The Financial Crisis, Trust, Loyalty and Fair-play,” 278.
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The Middle East Journal, Vol. 69, No. 1 (Winter 2015)
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/the_middle_east_journal/toc/mej.69.1.html


• Neve Gordon and Sharon Pardo, “The European Union and Israel’s Occupation: Using Technical Customs Rules as Instruments of Foreign Policy,” 74.

• Geraint Hughes, “A Proxy War in Arabia: The Dhofar Insurgency and Cross-Border Raids into South Yemen,” 91.

Middle East Policy, Vol. 22, Issue 1 (Spring 2015)

American Politics and Policy


• M.A. Muqtedar Khan, “Political Muslims in America: From Islamism to Exceptionalism,” 32.


Special Section

• “Natural Resources in Kurdistan, Iraq: Enabling Democracy or Increasing Instability?,” 66.


• David Romano, “Iraqi Kurdistan and Turkey: Temporary Marriage?,” 89.

• Michael M. Gunter, “Iraq, Syria, Isis and the Kurds: Geostrategic Concerns for the U.S. and Turkey,” 102.


• Jeremy Salt, “Turkey’s Counterrevolution: Notes from the Dark Side,” 123.

Erdogan Keskinkilic and Ebubekir Ceylan, “Her Majesty’s Protected Subjects: The Mishaqa Family in Ottoman Damascus,” 175.


Sedat Bingöl, “Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Neighbourhoods Visited by Courage, Sleeplessness and Dead Bodies,” 254.


Dogan Gürpinar, “Turkish Radicalism and its Images of the Ottoman Ancien Régime (1923-38),” 395.
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**Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 49, Issue 2 (March 2015)**

*http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=ASS&volumeId=49&issueId=02&iid=9554104*


- Ezra Rashkow, "Resistance to Hunting in Pre-independence India: Religious environmentalism, ecological nationalism or cultural conservation?" 270.


- Nandagopal R. Menon, “Communal Harmony as Governmentality: Reciprocity, peacekeeping, state legitimacy, and citizenship in contemporary India,” 393.

**Chinese Refugees Forum**


Elaine Lynn-Ee Ho, “Transnational Identities, Multiculturalism or Assimilation? China’s ‘refugee-returnees’ and generational transitions,” 525.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmit20/19/4#.VS1c9Chq7Go

Phil Cooke and John Foot, “Modern Italy 2010-2015,” 353.

Martyn Lyons, “*Questo cor che tuo si rese*: the private and the public in Italian women’s love letters in the long nineteenth century,” 355.


Laura Cerasi, “Empires ancient and modern: strength, modernity and power in imperial ideology from the Liberal period to Fascism,” 421.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmit20/20/1#.VS1glyhq7Go

Penelope Morris and Mark Seymour, “Introducing *Modern Italy’s* new editors,” 1.


Mark Donovan, “Berlusconi’s impact and legacy: political parties and the party system,” 11.
• Cristian Vaccari, “The features, impact and legacy of Berlusconi’s campaigning techniques, language and style,” 25.

• Cinzia Padovani, “‘Berlusconi’s Italy’: the media between structure and agency,” 41.

• Cristina Dallara, “Powerful resistance against a long-running personal crusade: the impact of Silvio Berlusconi on the Italian judicial system,” 59.

• Paul Furlong, “Silvio Berlusconi and the Italian presidency: accordions, triangles and constitutional change,” 77.

• Stephen Gundle, “How Berlusconi will be remembered: notoriety, collective memory and the mediatisation of posterity,” 91.

Le Monde Diplomatique (February 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/02/

• Renaud Lambert, “La stratégie du dirigeable.”

• “Comment soutenir votre journal.”

• Alain Supiot, “Le rêve de l’harmonie par le calcul,” 3.


• “Un espoir tempéré, la crainte des coups tordus,” 4.


• “L’escalade des sanctions.”


• “Après le tsunami, paix fragile à Atjeh.”

• Hadrien Clouet, “Chômage, le mythe des emplois vacants,” 12.

• Aurélien Bernier, “Crimes économiques sans châtiment,” 12.

• Sébastien Lapaque, “L’interprète du Mozambique,” 27.
Dossier

- Dominique Vidal, “Un antisémitisme virulent mais marginal,” 16.
- “L’empilement des lois antiterroristes.”
- Cécile Marin, “Les principaux groupes armés islamistes sunnites.”
- Cécile Marin, “Enjeux et acteurs de la sécurité en Afrique.”

Le Monde Diplomatique (March 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/03/

- “Du soviétisme au despotisme.”
- “Dans l’ombre d’un satrape.”
- “Voyage au Bouyguistan.”
- Cécile Marin, “Achkhabad, un luxe de pastiches.”
• “L’Equateur dit ‘non’,” 4.
• “A Athènes, des médias à genoux,” 5.
• “Pour l’exemple.”
• “La Russie appelée à la rescousse,” 10.
• Ignacio Ramonet, “Hugo Chávez, Dieu et la révolution,” 16.
• “Le Venezuela miné par la spéculation,” 16.
• Trita Parsi, “Le temps de la haine entre les Etats-Unis et l’Iran est-il révolu?,” 18.
• “Négociations cruciales sur le nucléaire,” 18.
• “Une suite d’ingérences extérieures.”
• Adolph Reed, Jr., “Selma’ et la légende noire,” 27.
• Ibrahim Warde, “SwissLeaks ou la grande évasion,” 28.
• Igor Delanoë, “L’Ukraine entre guerre et paix,” 1.
• “De la Transnistrie au Donbass, l’histoire bégaine,” 22.
• “Sur le front de l’uranium,” 22.
• Cécile Marin, “Le Transnistrie, de 1812 à nos jours.”
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- Cécile Marin, “Le nucléaire en Ukraine.”

Le Monde Diplomatique (April 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/04/

- Pierre Rimbert, “Dr Folamour à Athènes.”
- Jacques Denis, “‘Taper sur un monde creux pour le faire résonner,’” 10.
- “Coup de Balai citoyen au Burkina Faso,” 10.
- “Vils vilains voleurs.”
- “Au Nigeria, les internautes donnent de la voix,” 11.
- “Le rap du bluffeur.”
- Patrick Haimzadeh, “En Libye, ce n’est pas le chaos, c’est la guerre,” 12.
- Cécile Marin, “Le pétrole, un enjeu de la seconde guerre civile libyenne.”
- Alain Gresh, “Pour en finir (vraiment) avec le terrorisme,” 17.
- “Des résultats électoraux en dents de scie.”
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Le Monde Diplomatique – Manière de voir (February-March 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/139/

- Martine Bulard, “Un chaudron bouillonnant.”

Quand les vainqueurs se partageaient l’Asie

- Thai Quang Trung, “Jeux d’influence à Yalta.”
- Bruce Cumings, “Feu sur les Corées.”
- Noam Chomsky, “De l’utilité d’un dictateur en Indonésie.”
- Jean Rouvier, “Bataille autour du statut de la mer en 1958...”
- Martine Bulard, “...et depuis 1982.”
- Huang Chen, “Rencontre entre De Gaulle et Mao Zedong.”

Au son des canons

- Stephanie Kleine-Ahlbrandt, “Avis de tempête en mer de Chine.”
- Shen Dingli, “Drôle de couple.”
- Olivier Zajec, “L’Inde se rêve en puissance économique et militaire.”
- Martine Bulard, “Rivalités sur fond de libre-échange.”
- Original comics by Choi Juhyun, “Corée, souvenirs de colonisation.”
- Takahashi Tetsuya, “Yasukuni ou la nostalgie du passé colonial.”
- Vince Scappatura, “L’Australie, pièce centrale du ‘pivot’ américain.”
• Xavier Monthéard, “Retournement de l’histoire au Vietnam.”

• Isabelle Facon, “La complexe quête asiatique de la Russie.”

• Joe Rogaly, “Rivalité indo-pakistanaise à l’aune de la guerre froide.”

Et pourtant ils coopèrent

• Oe Kenzaburo et al, “Manifeste contre le nationalisme nippon.”


• Pierre Rimbert, “Le porte-conteneurs et le dromadaire.”

• Martine Bulard, “La longue marche vers l’ouest.”

• Candice Tran Dai, “Les rivalités mises de côté...sur Internet.”

• Arnaud Dubus, “L’union sacrée.”

• Guillaume Barou, “De l’antique BD au manga.”

Le Monde Diplomatique – Manière de voir (April-May 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/140/

• Dominique Vidal, “Vous avez dit terrorisme?”

La secousse

• Laurent Bonelli, “Pourquoi cette radicalisation?”

• Pierre Conesa, “Pour tarir le recrutement du salafisme djihadiste.”

• Julien Théron, “Al-Qaida contre Daech.”

Quatre décennies de terrorisme

• Samir Frangié, “Munich, tournant pour les Palestiniens?”
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